Galak Electronics

Warranty Certificate

Galak Electronics warrants that this product is free from manufacturers defects in material and workmanship.

WARRANTY PERIOD
For as long as you own this product we guaranteed it to operate properly under normal conditions.

CONTENTS OF THE WARRANTY
Should a Galak Electronics product fail at any time, return it to us using the contact information below. Galak Electronics will repair it, or at our discretion, replace it at no additional charge, and pay the return shipping cost. If the failure is found to be due to user negligence (i.e. exceeding maximum rated specifications, water damage, short circuits) you will be charged a maximum cost no more than the original purchase price.

RESTRICTIONS OF WARRANTY
This warranty has been given provided that the Galak Electronics Product is used in its normal intended use and that due care and compliance with the instructions given by Galak Electronics are observed. The obligations of Galak Electronics have been restricted to these warranty terms and conditions and the warranty thus does not cover losses incurred as a result of damage to other property or persons. The warranty does not cover defects which are the result of transportation of the Galak Electronics Product; negligence by the user of the Galak Electronics Product or failure to observe the instructions given by Galak Electronics or proper care; circumstances outside the control of Galak Electronics, such as theft, fire, accidents or acts of vandalism; failure to observe the installation or operating instructions; and normal wear and tear. The warranty does not cover defects which do not hinder normal operation of the Galak Electronics Product, such as repair of superficial scratches.

Galak Electronics
sales@galakelectronics.com
Phone: (302) 832-1978